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I. INTRODUCTION

Founded on principles of decentralization and local control, the public
school system in the United States has undergone a transformation in the
last half century as the influence of formerly powerful local players such
as school boards and superintendents has diminished, while the federal
government has exerted more authoritative control.' This power shift was
accelerated by the landmark decision Brown v. Board of Education2 and
the decade of litigation related to it. Using federal power to drastically
restructure the public school system, the Brown decision introduced a
profound threat to the American tradition of local institutional control and

* Regan Garner is a graduate student in the College of Education at the University of
Florida, studying Social Foundations in the School of Teaching and Learning. She also serves as
an Assistant Director in the university's Office of Admissions. Research for this Article began as
a paper for Dr. Sevan Terzian, to whom Regan would like to offer special thanks for his support
and guidance.
1. Michael W. Kirst, Who's in Charge?Federal,State, and Local Control, in LEARNING
FROM THE PAST: WHAT HISTORY TEACHES Us ABOuT SCHOOL REFORM 25-26 (Diane Ravitch &
Maris A. Vinovskis eds., 1995).
2. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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set off a contest between local jurisdiction and national authority in the
area of public education.
That southern states were successful for many years in thwarting the
mandate of Brown was in great part a consequence of a 1955 Supreme
Court ruling (known as Brown II) which left the responsibility for school
desegregation to local authorities and set a loosely defined timeline,
ordering implementation "with all deliberate speed" rather than
immediately.' The ambiguity of Brown II created confusion and
uncertainty over desegregation, encouraged resistance and noncompliance,
and failed to adequately outline enforcement policies. Minimum
requirements for racial integration were not specified until the Green v.
Board of Education decision, which ordered school boards to "come
forward with a plan that promises realistically to work.., now ... until
it is clear that state-imposed segregation has been completely removed." 4
This historical case study of Eastside High School (EHS) in
Gainesville, Florida uses a narrative approach to illustrate how one school
and its students were affected by their community's struggle to maintain
local control over public schools in the wake of the federal desegregation
policies set forth by Brown. Sources used for this study include: archived
school board records, state and county demographic data, high school
publications and city newspaper articles. Significant to the narrative is
Eastside High's situation in a mid-sized southern town that considered
itself educated and free-thinking, a "university city."5 Closer examination,
however, proves true the words of school board member Peg Nattress: "On
an intellectual level, I believe people support integration. But when it
affects you personally, you have a hard time dealing with it."6
A school "originally placed for segregation," 7 EHS has struggled
through the three decades since its inception to find an identity and to earn
the respect of its community. Part of the Alachua County School District,
EHS opened in the fall of 1970 and was expected to absorb most of the
population that had attended Lincoln High, the county's beloved and
recently closed "All-Negro" secondary school. That spring, Lincoln had
been closed (to the dismay of black residents) as part of the Alachua

3. Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 349 U.S. 294, 301 (1955).
4. Green v. County Sch. Bd., 391 U.S. 430, 439 (1968).
5. CITY OF GAINEsvILLE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, QUALITY OF LIFE:
AN ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL INDICATORS, 1973, at 24.
6. Alwyn Cassil, Alachua County School Board to Tackle Rezoning Plan, GAINESVILLE
SUN (Florida), Mar. 5, 1985, at Al.
7. Damon Kearney, Rezoning, Does Eastside Really Benefit?, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High
School, Gainesville, Florida), Mar. 14, 1984, at 5.
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County School Board's response to a 1969 order from the Supreme Court
that the district desegregate immediately. Shortly after opening its doors,
EHS suffered problems once familiar to all-black schools: low academic
achievement, limited financial resources, and poor facilities when
compared to other public high schools in Gainesville. In an attempt to
balance these racial and socioeconomic inequities, the school board
proposed solutions such as mandatory busing and the redrawing of
attendance zones. However, these were rejected by the mostly white
middle-class families who were unwilling to abandon their neighborhood
schools for what they considered to be academically inferior institutions.
In 1983 the school board finally conceded to these parents (some of whom
had threatened to pull students out of the public school system and had
filed suit against the school board) by implementing the International
Baccalaureate (IB) program at EHS as a "magnet." Under the new
program, racial balance would be achieved on a voluntary rather than
mandatory basis, assuming eligible middle-class white students would
choose to attend school on "the east side" in order to participate in this
unique academic program.
The decision made by the Alachua County School Board to
compromise (by placing a magnet program at EHS) rather than address the
thorny issues of de facto residential segregation and the inequitable
distribution of resources in the district resulted in a loss of educational
opportunity for those students who were zoned to attend EHS but did not
participate in the magnet program. These "neighborhood" students, the
majority of whom were black, were segregated in all academic classes
from their peers in the 1B program, who were overwhelmingly white.
Hundreds of American communities struggled throughout the 1960s and
1970s to interpret the mandates of the Brown decisions - endeavoring to
maintain the level of local control they had until then enjoyed while at the
same time offering an equitable and positive educational experience to
every student in their school district. This shared experience makes the
story of EHS a worthy case study on the consequences of mandated
desegregation.
I. DESEGREGATE "AT ONCE"

In October 1969 the U.S. Supreme Court, under the new leadership of
Chief Justice Warren Burger, handed down the landmark decision
Alexander v. Holmes County Boardof Education,holding that it was "the
obligation of every school district to terminate dual school systems at once
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and to operate now and hereafter only unitary schools."' The Court had run
out of patience with districts still segregated fifteen years after the Brown
decision, as is evident after a reading of Justice Hugo L. Black's opinion
issued a month and a half earlier, individually as Circuit Justice, when the
same plaintiffs had appealed for emergency relief before the full Court
began its 1969 term: "there is no longer the slightest excuse, reason, or
justification for further postponement of the time when every public school
system in the United States will be a unitary one," and "they [Negro
students] are entitled to have their constitutional rights vindicated now
without postponementfor any reason."9 Justice Black specifically referred
to the vague terminology of the Brown II decision, and how it may have
impeded desegregation efforts: "'All deliberate speed' has turned out to be
only a soft euphemism for delay.""0
As a result of the Alexander ruling, fourteen school districts in five
southern states were specifically called upon to desegregate "at once." 1
Alachua County, a medium-sized district in north central Florida which
primarily consisted of the university town of Gainesville, was one of two
districts in Florida (the other being Bay County) charged by name in this
order, although fifteen other Florida districts would also be indirectly
affected by the order. 2 That Alachua County was named in the ruling,
along with counties in Mississippi, Louisiana, Georgia, and Alabama that
had "only one, two, or three percent desegregation" put Superintendent
William S. Talbot "in a quandary."' 3 In his opinion, Alachua County had
made the most progress toward desegregation of all fourteen districts.' 4
But to the U.S. Supreme Court (and the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, whose Florida Field Secretary hailed the
order, predicting: "[i]t will show that local school boards have been the

8. Alexander v. Holmes County Bd. of Educ., 396 U.S. 19, 20 (1969) (per curiam).
9. Alexander v. Holmes County Bd. of Educ., 396 U.S. 1218, 1220 (Black, Circuit Justice
1969) (emphasis added).
10. Id. at 1219.
11. Alexander, 396 U.S. at 20; Singleton v. Jackson Mun. Separate Sch. Dist., 419 F.2d 1211,
1216 (5th Cir. 1969) (per curiam) (en banc), rev'dper curiam, Carter v. W. Feliciana Parish Sch.
Bd., 396 U.S. 290, 291 (1970) (reversing Fifth Circuit's decision insofar as it authorized deferral
of student desegregation beyond Feb. 1, 1970).
12. DecisionCouldAffect 15 Counties, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan. 15, 1970, at Al.
13. Clif Cormier, School BoardDue to Meet Next Week, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan.
15, 1970, at Al.
14. Id.
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stumbling block to integration""), that progress was not close enough to
success. 16
Progress toward the desegregation of Alachua County's public schools
had been slow indeed. In the sixteen years since Brown I where a
unanimous Court declared "separate educational facilities are inherently
unequal,"17 Alachua County's schools remained segregated. The school
board had managed to circumvent the Court's guidelines by instituting socalled "choice" plans.' 8 These plans in effect removed the responsibility
for desegregation from school officials, instead placing it upon the
students and parents themselves. It was reasoned that if a school district in
which choice plans were available remained segregated (which they
invariably did), it was because local parents had chosen to persist in this
separation of their community, and not a result of discriminatory school
board policy." The Alachua County school district employed two choice
plans: a "pupil assignment plan" which stipulated that any student who
wished to attend a particular school had to apply to the school board for
permission to do so, and a "freedom of choice" policy which allowed
students to attend any school they chose but made them responsible for
their own transportation.2" Predictably, both plans proved to be ineffective,
and by late 1969 the majority of the county's schools remained for all
practical purposes segregated. 2' As a direct result of Alachua County's
procrastination, the district was specifically named in the U.S. Supreme
Court's ruling for immediate desegregation.22 Opposition to the federal

15. Decision Could Affect 15 Counties, supra note 12.
16. See Alexander, 396 U.S. at 20.
17. Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483,495 (1954).
18. See Cassil, supra note 6.
19. These "choice" plans had been rejected by the U.S. Supreme Court in Green v. County
School Board, 391 U.S. 430, 439 (1968) because they "failed to produce any significant
desegregation and failed to remove racial identification from schools." Herbert 0. Reid, Sr. &
Frankie Foster-Davis, State oftheArt: TheLaw and EducationSince 1954,52 J. NEGRO EDUC. 234,
238 (1983).
20. Sarah Horn, Rezoning: Is it an Issue?, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville,
Fla.), Jan. 14, 1982, at 1.
21. The Bulloch County school district in southeast Georgia was also named in the 1970
court order and had, like Alachua County, experimented (unsuccessfully) with "choice" plans in
an attempt to avoid true desegregation. For a unique historical study of Bulloch County's struggles
with desegregation, based on Michel Foucault's writings on power, see Bryan Deever,
Desegregationin a Southern School System, 1968-1974: Power/Resistanceand the Discourseof
Exclusion, 174 J. EDUC. 66 (1992).
22. Carter v. W. Feliciana Parish Sch. Bd., 396 U.S. 290,291 (1970). On December 1, 1969,
in response to the Alexander ruling of October 29, the Fifth Circuit consolidated appeals pending
against fourteen school districts and ordered that the districts comply with Alexander. Singleton v.
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government's interference in what was considered a local matter was so
intense that school board member Barbara Gallant later recalled of the
period, "[t]his county was dragged, kicking and screaming, into
integration."23
That "kicking and screaming" came in part from the school board itself,
which made several attempts, including filing an official petition to deny
the federal order,24 to push back the final desegregation deadline of
February 1, 1970. This was the date established by the Supreme Court and
implemented by Federal District Judge Charles R. Scott by which Alachua
County was to have made "full preparations for both faculty and pupil
mergers. 25 Yet students were not to be told of their new school
assignments until January 30 - the Friday prior to the Monday deadline.26
This tactic was conceived by members of the school board who feared that
if they posted pupil assignments any earlier their appeals to the court for
additional time would be undermined. The rationale behind the need for
more time, according to school board member Dr. Walter F. Enneking,
was that "total desegregation at midyear would create such an upheaval
that no education would take place in the ensuing four months of school. 27
Florida Governor Claude R. Kirk, Jr. and Education Commissioner Floyd
Christian also cited the financial hardship a mid-year pupil merger would
place upon local districts as a justification for the delay.28 However, when
pressed, neither Kirk nor Christian could provide data on precisely how
much additional funds would be needed.29

Jackson Mun. Separate Sch. Dist., 419 F.2d 1211, 1216 (5th Cir. 1969) (per curiam) (en banc).
Specifically, the Fifth Circuit held that the districts could comply in two phases, first by integrating
faculties by the February 1, 1970 deadline imposed by Alexander, and second by integrating the
student bodies by the beginning of the fall academic term in 1970. Id. at 1217. In Carter v. West
Feliciana Parish School Board, the Supreme Court heard an immediate appeal of the Singleton
ruling and unequivocally stated that Alexander meant that all school districts must immediately
desegregate both the faculty and the student body by the February 1 deadline. Carter,396 U.S. at
291.
23. Cassil, supra note 6.
24. For full text of this petition, see Here's School BoardPetition on DesegregationIssue,
GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan. 3, 1970, at Al.
25. ClifCormier, No News Not GoodNews for Schools, GAINESVILLE SN (Florida), Jan. 14,
1970, at Al.
26. Clif Cormier, School PlansProceedHere, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan. 27, 1970,
at Al.
27. Clif Cormier, Legal Ground Preparedfor Desegregation Battle, GAINESVILLE SUN
(Florida), Jan. 7, 1970, at Al.
28. School Mixing Confusion Proves PoliticalPlum, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan. 21,
1970, at Al [hereinafter School Mixing Confusion].
29. Id.
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Alachua County was not the only school district making a case for
desegregation on their terms and at their own pace. All the districts named
in the order were imploring the Court for more time and, implicitly, a
return to local control. 3' The conviction that the Supreme Court could not
realistically understand the unique situation of each school district was
exemplified by Florida state representative Don Reed, who noted, "[t]hey
should get on their horses, ride about the country and see what they're
doing."'" In a more inflammatory attempt to develop in local residents the
notion that forced desegregation was a crusade which pitted small town
Americans against an all-powerful federal authority, Alachua County
School Superintendent William S. Talbot went so far as to open a school
board meeting with a prayer that the district be granted until September to
completely desegregate.32
The Alachua County School Board's reluctance to desegregate "at
once" was at least matched on the state level by Florida Governor Claude
R. Kirk, Jr., who repeatedly approached the U.S. Supreme Court to beg for
the return of authority to him and to local school administrations.33 When
the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear his pleas, Kirk's response was to
threaten litigation against the 49 other states of the union as well as the
Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.3 4 In
another bizarre act of protest, Governor Kirk assumed control of the
Manatee County School District when U.S. District Judge Ben Krentzman
ordered Florida's Manatee County to desegregate in April of 1970. 35
Frustrated by what he considered to be another intrusion of the federal
judiciary into state matters, the Governor and his aides took physical
possession of the school board offices and ordered the district's 17,000
students to ignore the court's order to desegregate.36 When U.S. Attorney
John Briggs arrived in Manatee County to carry out the desegregation
plan, Kirk ordered Florida troopers to arrest the first federal marshal that

30. In Mississippi, where thirty districts were to be affected by the Alexander decision,
parents reacted by founding over one hundred private all-white "segregation academies" in the
three years immediately following the court order. For a historical analysis on how and why this
technique was used to sidestep integration, see Michael W. Fuquay, Civil Rights and the Private
School Movement in Mississippi, 1964-1971, 42 Hist. EDUC. Q. 159 (2002).
31. School Mixing Confusion, supranote 28.
32. ClifCormier, Black-White Ratio in School Mixing Aired, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida),
Jan. 9, 1970, at Al.
33. School Mixing Confusion, supra note 28.
34. John S. Knight, Lack of Understanding Spurs Integration Woes, GAINESVILLE SUN
(Florida), Feb. 9, 1970, at A6.
35.

THE SCHOOL BUSING CONTROVERSY: 1970-75, at 13 (Judith F. Buncher ed., 1975).

36. Id.
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attempted to enter school property.37 Governor Kirk finally relinquished
control to the federal authorities on April 12.38 This incident made national
headlines, prompting criticisms, including an editorial in the Gainesville
Sun which described Kirk as "braying like a donkey fresh out of oats,"
who had "set a deplorable example of law and order."39 Another editorial
in the Miami News labeled him "a dangerous and intolerable public
nuisance.' '4 Indeed this outlandish behavior made an impression on many
Floridians, who denied Kirk reelection later that year.
Letters to the editor of the Sun in early 1970 reveal that some
Gainesville residents supported Alachua County's imminent compliance
with federal desegregation requirements. In a letter titled "We Are Guilty"
Robert E. Stewart wrote:
We should not take issue however with the Supreme Court's
decision, but should there be a need to point the finger at some
governing group, the guilt obviously rests on the shoulders of our
school board. We were given ample time (at least 15 years) but our
school board did very little.4"
Another letter signed "Cracker Philosopher" gave a sarcastic opinion
toward those "white folks around here" opposed to busing for integration:
"Seems as how bussing has been OK all these years to keep schools
segregated. Call it 'transportation."' The letter continues: "Don't seem the
problem came up on account of governors, legislatures, and school boards
in the Old South dragging their feet or anything like that," and concludes,
"[y]ou got to be a native to understand how things are here.... Like how
come you close Lincoln High because double sessions is better quality
education." ' 2
That the All-Negro Lincoln Junior-Senior High School would no
longer function as an academic institution was the most concerning
component of the school board's desegregation plan, at least to the black
community in Gainesville. Under what was known as the "September
Plan," to be implemented in February instead of September as a result of

37. Id.
38. Id.
39. Editorial, GANESVLE SUN (Florida), Feb. 5, 1970, at A8.
40. Editorial, MLAw NEWS, Apr. 14, 1970, at A4.
41. Robert E. Stewart, Letter to the Editor, We Are Guilty, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan.
29, 1970, at A6.
42. Letter to the Editor, You Got to Be a Native, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan. 27, 1970,
at 6A [hereinafter You Got to Be a Native].
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the court order, Lincoln High would be closed as an academic institution
and reopened as a vocational school.43 Students that had been attending
Lincoln would be sent to one of three schools, depending on their grade
level and attendance zone." All tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students
were to be integrated into the existing and at the time nearly all white
Gainesville High School. Lincoln's seventh, eighth, and ninth graders were
to be zoned to one of two new schools still under construction in the spring
of 1970, one located on the east side of town and one on the west side.45
Since the two new schools would not be completed in time for Judge
Scott's February 1 deadline, those students assigned to the east and west
side high schools would have to share facilities with area middle schools
for the remainder of the 1969-70 academic year.' These were the "double
sessions" referred to in the Cracker Philosopher's letter.4 7 That Lincoln
High would no longer be a traditional academic school was terribly
upsetting to the black residents of Gainesville, for whom the school had
been a central institution in their community since its founding in 1923.4
In the months leading up to the deadline, frustration in the black
community increased and its leaders appeared before the school board
repeatedly to request that Lincoln remain an academic institution, rather
than a vocational school.49 On January 22, 1970, a contingent of residents
appeared before the school board with a letter from the "Lincoln High
School Protest Committee," explaining that black parents were
"completely dissatisfied" with the decision to close the school.50 These
families wanted whites integrated into their existing school, rather than
vice versa, and were additionally offended by the intent to convert Lincoln
into a vocational school. "We want an education, not a vocation," the letter
read, continuing: "We haven't waited 15 years for a vocational school."51
Mrs. O.F. McClendon from the "Committee for the Lincoln High School

43. ClifCormier, 'Sept. Plan'Revisedfor Use Feb. 1, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan. 16,
1970, at Al.
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. Id.
47. See You Got to Be a Native, supra note 42.
48. Cormier, supra note 43.
49. ClifCormier, School Vacation Plans Still Being Molded, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida),
Jan. 23, 1970, at A1; see Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, Minutes of Special Board Meeting (Dec. 1,
1969) (on file at Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, 620 E. University Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601)
[hereinafter Sch. Bd. Special Meeting (Dec. 1, 1969)].
50. Clif Cormier, School Vacation PlansStill Being Molded, GAINESVILLE SN (Florida),
Jan. 16, 1970, at A4.
51. Id.
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Crisis" also spoke before the board, both about the proposed changes at
Lincoln and the school board's insistence that more time was necessary to
desegregate: "The further you delay the more troubles we will have," she
stated at a January 6 school board meeting. 2 The Alachua County School
Board's response to the pleas to preserve this local institution (the board
denied all requests from black parents and community leaders) was
comparable to the Supreme Court's response to school boards' request for
the freedom to set their own timelines for desegregation. Alachua County
school authorities failed to recognize that by granting black residents of
Gainesville no voice in the decisions made about Lincoln High School,
they denied that community the same local autonomy they were so
desperately demanding from federal authorities.
As it became clear that the plans to close Lincoln High were not to be
altered, the focus of the black community in Gainesville shifted from
preservation of the institution toward commemoration of it. A petition was
presented to the school board at its November 20, 1969 meeting requesting
that the as yet unnamed new junior-senior high school on the east side of
Gainesville, still under construction, be named Lincoln High School.53
This recommendation was discussed, but only one member of the board
embraced the idea. Dr. Walter F. Enneking stated that he agreed the school
should be named Lincoln High "in order to perpetuate the name as it has
been the name of a school for fifty years." He felt it would be consistent
since the new school on the west side of Gainesville had already been
named F.W. Buchholz High School (BHS), after another recently closed
(all-white) school.5" A vote was taken, but only Dr. Enneking chose the
name Lincoln. The remaining four board members voted to name the
school Lakewood Junior-Senior High School.55
Two weeks later an emergency school board meeting was called in
response to a student boycott at Lincoln High. Students had stopped going
to classes to protest the proposed dismantling of their school.5 6 Several
groups used this meeting as an opportunity to voice their displeasure
toward the plans to close Lincoln and over the name chosen for the new
east side school. First, a group of seven Gainesville residents appeared
before the board, formally requesting "that Lincoln High School remain
an academic school in a black community," and that the name of the

52. Cormier, supra note 32.
53. Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, Minutes of Regular Board Meeting (Nov. 20, 1969) (on file
at Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, 620 E. University Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601).
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Sch. Bd. Special Meeting (Dec. 1, 1969), supra note 49.
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school remain Lincoln High.57 Next, Mrs. Sue Legg presented a statement
from "Gainesville Women for Equal Rights," which voiced that
organization's displeasure over plans to close the high school. 58 Finally
Lincoln's student body president William Murray read a list of demands
from the students. However, Superintendent Talbot refused to negotiate
with Murray "until the Lincoln High students go back to school and are in
attendance at classes." 9 The boycotting students returned to school only
after County Judge John Connell, who was attending the emergency
meeting, threatened court action against the offending students and their
parents.6" Shortly after the meeting Judge Connell began issuing contempt
citations and the students returned to school the following week.6'
Due to the number of objections to the school board's plans for
Lincoln, Dr. Enneking moved to reevaluate the naming of the new east
side school and to not make a final decision until the board knew what
action the U.S. Supreme Court would take on the appeals for additional
time. His motion passed 4-1, and the issue of naming was tabled.6 2 The
high school was not assigned a name for over five months. On May 14,
1970, the school board finally decided that the new school on the east side
of Gainesville would be officially known as "Eastside High School." This
bewildered some residents, who wondered why the school was not
distinguished with a traditional name.63 Ironically, requests from black
members of the community to retain some share of responsibility for their
school were denied by the school board, even as the board petitioned the
federal courts for what it claimed was the indisputable right to retain
control of its schools.
In 1970, in spite of protests and appeals, Lincoln High School was
closed as an academic institution. Preparations were later made to convert
the facility into a middle school, prompting an editorial in the EHS
newspaper the Ram-Page.' The tone of the article was frustrated, and
indicated that students were still bothered by the decision to close the

57. Id.
58. Id.
59. Id.
60. Id.
61. Sch. Bd. Special Meeting (Dec. 1, 1969), supra note 49. For an account of a successful
protest by black parents and children who boycotted schools for an entire year rather than see their
historically black schools closed, see CAROLINA AND THE FATE OF BLACK SCHOOLS IN THE SOUTH
(1994).
62. Sch. Bd. Special Meeting (Dec. 1, 1969), supra note 49.
63. Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, Minutes of Regular Board Meeting (May 14, 1970) (on file
at Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, 620 E. University Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601).
64. Editorial, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida), Apr. 1973, at 2.
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historic school: "The Alachua County School Board just don't know what
to do about former Lincoln High School.... they just want to condemn
the building because it was once a black high school! !!,,65

III. THE "EAST

SIDE"

Situated on the southeastern border of the city of Gainesville, EHS
officially opened for the 1970-71 school year as a junior-senior high
school serving seventh through tenth grade students. Eastside's incidentfree first days were a relief, considering that only seven months prior,
Lincoln High's closing had seen violence and several arrests.6 6
Additionally, less than a month before classes started, four hundred white
parents from east Gainesville had pledged to keep their two thousand
children home rather than send them to "smelly and unsafe" Negro
schools.67 This threat was made at a protest meeting called in response to
an action from the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ordering further
mixing of Gainesville schools.68
The white parents were concerned that their children were to be bused
to two traditionally black east Gainesville elementary schools, Williams
and Duval, in order to "dilute the color" of those schools.69 The parents
saw it as unfair that the court order referred only to the "dilution" of allblack schools, which meant the practically all-white schools in the
northwest section of town would be unaffected.7 ° White parents in east
Gainesville felt that what was necessary for their children should be
required of all children in the district, in other words, if the courts wanted
to intercede in local school matters, why not make the same demands of
all county schools? 7' These feelings were articulated by parent Chester
Watson: "If the court says we must bus pupils, then I say let's bus 'em

65. Id.
66. The Thursday before what was to be the last Friday of classes for Lincoln as an academic,
all-black high school saw vandalism and rock throwing by students and non-students who came to
campus for the purpose of protesting the closing. Police were called to the scene, as well as the
city's riot wagon, and tear gas was fired into a crowd of youths to quell the situation. For details,
see Dave Reddick, Lincoln Closes With Violence, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Jan. 30, 1970, at A 1.
67. ClifCormier, White ParentsPledgeBoycott, GAINESVIILE SUN (Florida), Aug. 19, 1970,
at Al.
68. Editorial, The Bus Route, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida) Aug. 23, 1970, at A6 [hereinafter
The Bus Route].
69. Cormier, supra note 67.
70. Id.
71. Id.
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72
back and forth all over the county and really make a unitary system.
Superintendent Talbot appeared at the protest meeting in support of the
parents, and drew a round of applause with a statement referring to the
route some children would be forced to take if the order was followed:
"Personally, I don't have the guts to walk across that railroad track on
Eighth Avenue and I don't see how we can expect our children to do
that."73 He continued, blaming the high proportion of black families on the
east side of Gainesville on the city's planners who allowed for the
proliferation of low cost housing in that area.74
Talbot' s conclusion regarding the residential segregation in Gainesville
was refuted by the research of Douglas S. Massey and Nancy A. Denton,
whose study of 1970 and 1980 census data from sixty standard
metropolitan statistic areas (SMSAs) in the United States found that
despite the Civil Rights Act of 1968, which banned racial discrimination
in housing, significant progress toward spatial integration of blacks had
not been achieved by 1980. 75 In fact, the report noted that blacks were
almost twice as segregated as Hispanics or Asians. 76 The cause of this
continued segregation was not related to socioeconomic status (as implied
by Superintendent Talbot), but rather because "[b]lacks are apparently
viewed by white Americans as qualitatively different and, by implication,
less desirable as neighbors, than members of other racial or ethnic
groups."77
It is important to consider the particulars of Alachua County's growth
and demographics when attempting to understand the persistent residential
segregation that existed in east Gainesville. Located in north-central
Florida, midway between the coasts of the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of
Mexico, Alachua County's seat and economic center is the city of
Gainesville. Gainesville is the home of the University of Florida, the
state's largest university, which dominates the area as its largest employer.
Alachua County is also unique in that it is not a retirement haven like most
of Florida, being neither "frost proof' nor situated directly on the coast.
These factors distinguished Gainesville as a "university city," meaning that

72. The Bus Route, supra note 68.
73. Cormier, supra note 67.
74. Id.
75. Douglas S. Massey& Nancy A. Denton, Trends in the ResidentialSegregationofBlacks,
Hispanicsand Asians: 1970-1980, 52 AM. Soc. REv. 802 (1987).
76. Id. at 823.
77. Id.
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much of Gainesville's population typically has been younger, more liberal,
and better educated than is average for the state.78
In 1970, 81.6% of Alachua County's residents registered Democrat,
while 15.4% registered Republican, despite the state figures of 72.3%
Democrat and 25.4% Republican.79 In a 1975 Quality of Life study
conducted by the Department of Community Development, Gainesville
had the lowest percentage of residents over the age of 65 (6.3%) and the
second highest median school years completed (12.6 years) when
compared to other SMSAs in Florida. This led to Gainesville being
described as "young and highly mobile." 80 But not everyone in Gainesville
fit that description, as other results from the QualityofLife study revealed.
For example, the Gainesville SMSA had the third highest percentage of
blacks in its population (21.1%), and the second highest percentage of
families earning $3,000 per year or less (13.3%) in Florida." According
to another study by the Department of Community Development, these
poor black residents tended to concentrate on the east side of town.82 This
report found 72% and 79% of the households in planning districts 12 and
13 (the two districts bordering EHS) were black.8 3 These districts also
reported low median incomes and relatively high percentages of
substandard housing units when compared to the rest of Gainesville,
especially the northwest.84 The study noted that the "newer, richer suburbs
are concentrated in the northwest quadrant."85 Another striking comparison
comes from the 1980 census, which indicated that in the area of
Gainesville around EHS there were 968 owner occupied homes and 975
renter occupied homes, while in the northwest quadrant, where BHS (the
"west side" school) was located, the figures showed 1231 owner-occupied
and only 211 occupied by a renter. 6
Explanations for the concentration of low income residents in east
Gainesville can be found by investigating the Alachua County

78. CITY OF GAINESVILLE,supra note 5, at 23-24.
79. FLORIDA STATISTICAL ABSTRACT 1971, at 495 (Elise C. Jones ed., 1971).
80. CITY OF GAINESVILLE, supra note 5, at 26.

81. Id.
82. CITY OF GAINESVILLE, DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, PATTERNS OF
CHANGE: POPULATION AND HOUSING 1980-2000, at 11 (1985).

83. Id.
84. Id.at 11-12.
85. Id. at 16.
86. ALACHUA COUNTY, DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, ALACHUA COUNTY,
FLORIDA INFORMATION & DATA BOOK 29 (1988).
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Comprehensive Plan(1975-1995). 87 This report stated that since 1949 "the
major thrust of development ... was to the west and northwest of the
city." 8 The westerly growth was apparently due in large part to natural and
manmade barriers to development in the east. The report pointed in
particular to swamps, Payne's Prairie State Preserve, a correctional
institution, and airport noise as major hindrances to growth in the east and
southeast areas of Gainesville.89 It was also mentioned that the soil quality
in the southeast was considered unsuitable for urban development.9" These
conditions all contributed to such lackluster growth for the eastern part of
Gainesville that Eastside High School's enrollment leveled off early on,
and the school actually experienced negative growth by 1975, only five
years after opening its doors. 9' An article in the school newspaper
lamented the loss of three teachers for the 1974-1975 academic year,
"transferred to other city schools because of low student enrollment," since
only 1056 of the expected 1200 students had enrolled at EHS that fall. 92 In
the early 1970s, however, hopes for EHS were still high.
An article in the Gainesville Sun covering the opening of EHS spoke
of team spirit and pride in the "magnificent" new school. 93 Principal John
Dukes (formerly of Lincoln High and the first black administrator to lead
a mixed race high school in Gainesville) was shown in photographs of the
impressive new facilities.94 The first editions of the EHS annual yearbook,
Ram Country, depicted a school whose early years were optimistic. The
third volume, 1972-73, included several pages celebrating the school's
new status as a fully accredited senior high school (EHS spent its first two
years as a junior-senior high school) and its first graduating class.95 The
school's Ram-Pagenewspaper, in a piece highlighting the first graduating
class, gave students the opportunity to express their opinions about EHS.
These "Reflections" were from students who were upbeat about the

87. NORTH CENTRAL FLORIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL, ALACHUA COUNTY

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 1975-1995 (1976).
88. Id. at 63.
89. Id. at 37.
90. Id. at 53-55.
91. ALACHUA COUNTY, DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT, ALACHUA COUNTY
INFORMATION & DATA BOOK (1981).

92. Lisa Dupree, Low Enrollment:EastsideLoses Three Teachers,RAM-PAGE (Eastside High
School, Gainesville, Florida), Oct. 1974, at 1.
93. Clif Corrfire, Students, ParentsShowing New Spiritat EastsideHigh, GAINESVILLE SUN
(Florida), Sept. 4, 1970, at Al.
94. Id.
95. RAM COUNTRY YEARBOOK (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida) 20, 25, 208
(Paragon Yearbooks 3d ed. 1973).
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school's future, like senior Kim Ward, who said, "I think a lot of Eastside
as a school and of the people in it, and I feel like in the years to come it
will probably be the best school. ' 6 Several of these testimonials were even
more enthusiastic, like Brenda Stanley's: "Eastside is a great school and
the seniors of next year should be proud to be a senior of Eastside. I am
proud!"97 In another "Reflection," Lorrine Feagle alluded to the persistent
issue of integration. "Eastside is great and let next year's senior do a good
job in leading. Stay together always. Blacks and whites will get together
if they work at it," 98 she commented.
But during the mid-1970s, the Ram-Page regularly published articles
referring to the declining school spirit in the EHS student body and the
increase in negative attention directed from the community toward the
high school. The newspaper itself was perpetually low on funds,
sometimes due to a lack of community support. "Many people refuse that is the nicer ones - to have any dealings with Eastside High School.
A certain radio station.., has been 'downright nasty' to both newspaper
and yearbook solicitors." 99 More often the blame was placed on the
students themselves: "the newspaper is never on time and it's due to lack
of interest on the part of the students."'" During these years the Ram-Page
regularly pointed out that local media, especially the city's newspaper the
Gainesville Sun, held EHS in low regard. Referring to an editorial in the
Sun about Principal John Dukes's handling of a student fight at EHS,'01 the
Ram-Page staff as a whole announced, "we feel that the Sun has done an
injustice to our school and our principal."' 2 A student altercation several
years later resulted in another article in the Sun that upset EHS students,
even more so because it drew a comparison to crosstown rival BHS. "3 The
Sun article devoted ten paragraphs to the "minor conflict" at EHS, but only

96. Reflections, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida), May 31, 1973, at 8.
97. Id.
98. Id.
99. Fleming Gay, Rags to Riches, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida),
Christmas 1972, at 4.
100. Nancy Wilkinson, Apathy 10; Interest 0, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville,
Florida), May 15, 1973, at 2.
101. EducationalBlows: Brutality has Become the Fun Partof Education,GAINESVILLE SUN
(Florida), Oct. 2, 1973, at 4A.
102. Dukes Comments on Sun Editorial, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville,
Florida), Oct. 1973, at 1.
103. Bad PublicityforEastside,RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida), Oct.
1976, at 2.
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one paragraph to a bomb scare that night at BHS.' ° ' The Ram-Page
lamented that "Eastside High School, once again, was the subject of bad
publicity."' 5 A 1976 Ram-Page editorial was more explicit:
[T]he Gainesville Sun . . . consistently refuses to publish and

expound upon that which Eastside has achieved - through its
students, as well as its faculty - in the realm of sports, the fine
arts, and academics.... Eastside will continue to grow and develop
until it reaches a point in which it can no longer be denied or
deprived." °

A 1978 editorial in the Ram-Page addressed negative press from the
community once again, this time citing treatment by the GainesvilleSun
and the local television station Channel 20. In "Rams, You're Being
Kicked. Get Mad!" editor Bob White gave his fellow students the
following call to action, "[flor about eight years Eastside has been griping
about poor news coverage; people think we are paranoid.... RESPOND!
Get mad. Eastside pride - where are you?!"'0 7 An article published in
1981 by the Ram-Page offered a less dramatic take on the situation. This
article revealed that, in comparison to other city high schools, BHS and
Gainesville High School, EHS had the least number of students, the lowest
achievement scores, and the fewest available academic classes. According
to author Jawanda Brown, an EHS student herself, "Parents, students, and
teachers in Gainesville realize that there is a certain amount of 'high social
status' that does not include the east side of town."'0 8 A photo caption
read, "The lack of industry and overall development paints a picture of
loneliness and desolation."'" The article continued by emphasizing the
socioeconomic disparity, particularly among differing geographic areas in
Gainesville, noting that the average median income in the northwest was
$13,939, but that in the southeast it was only $5,016.1"' Even with these
dismal statistics, Brown concluded with the following encouraging words:
"[W]ith the high degree of pressure being exerted on the east in
104. Will Corbin,Arrest Students in Assault Case, GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Sept. 27, 1973,
at 12A.
105. Bad Publicityfor Eastside, supra note 103.
106. Editorial, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida), May 26, 1976, at 4.
107. Editorial, Rams, You're Being Kicked. Get Mad!, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School,
Gainesville, Florida), Oct. 5, 1978, at 2.
108. Jawanda Brown, Academically EHS Ranks Last, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School,
Gainesville, Florida), Nov. 25, 1981, at 5.
109. Id.
110. Id.
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Gainesville, citizens must try harder to remain optimistic ... to improve
themselves, and aspire to greatness."1 1
IV. "THE SCHOOL SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED AS A DUAL SYSTEM."' 12

In early 1983, the Alachua County School Board created a Citizen's
Task Force Committee to study existing school attendance zones and to
make recommendations to the Board for rezoning. The Task Force was
charged with devising and submitting a plan to address the myriad of
issues impacting the county's public schools because of imbalanced
population growth. Additionally, the Task Force was to address racial and
socioeconomic inequalities between the district's high schools." 3 The
drawing of attendance zones is no trivial matter, as these barriers have
implications for all residents in a school district. According to Karl E.
Taeuber, an authority on urbanization and segregation who has served as
an expert witness for several school segregation trials, "No other boundary
as the system of
system within the city is as crucial to residential behavior
'" 14
authorities."
school
by
delineated
zones
attendance
Historically, many school boards in the United States had used
attendance zones as a means to preserve and encourage boundaries
between black areas and white areas. This practice was specifically
addressed by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1971 in the Swann v. CharlotteMecklenburg Board of Education case. There, the Court allowed for
busing as a solution to racial imbalance between schools." 5 Chief Justice
Burger delivered the following opinion for a unanimous court:
[B]uilding new schools in the areas of white suburban expansion
farthest from Negro population centers in order to maintain the
separation of the races with a minimum departure from the formal
principles of "neighborhood zoning" . . . may well promote
segregated residential patterns which, when combined with
"neighborhood zoning," further lock the school system into the
mold of separation of the races.'16

111. Id.
112. See infra text accompanying note 123.
113. Jennie Hess, School Busing Problem'sRoot Identifiedin Community Mix, GAINESVILLE
SUN (Florida), Feb. 23, 1983, at Cl.
114. Karl E. Tauber, Housing,Schools, andIncrementalSegregativeEffects, 441 ANNALSAM.
SOC. POL. & SOC. SCI. 157, 164 (1979).
115. Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 402 U.S. 1 (1971).
116. Id. at21.
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In Swann, the Court contemplated the struggle between local school
authorities and the federal courts.' 17 Chief Justice Burger clarified the
Court's position, saying "Remedial judicial authority does not put judges
automatically in the shoes of school authorities whose powers are plenary.
Judicial authority enters only when local authority defaults."''
Rezoning Alachua County was necessary by 1983 because the district
had experienced more than fifty percent population growth in the decade
1970-1980, most of it racially and socioeconomically imbalanced. The
northwest quadrant of Gainesville became more densely populated with
white middle-class families while the southeast saw little growth at all. It
was predicted that in the 1980s this growth pattern would continue." 9
Additional incentive for the rezoning effort came from EHS Principal Mae
Islar (who replaced John Dukes in 1976 when he was appointed Assistant
Superintendent of Instruction for Alachua County), 2 ' whose school was
hurting for students. Islar insisted that with redrawn attendance zones,
"EHS would be able to offer more balanced courses on all levels, we
would get more money, and we would get more services."''
In the early 1980s, BHS was filled beyond capacity with the highest
percentage white enrollment of any county secondary school, while EHS
was underenrolled and had more black students than the county high
school average. 2 2 An explanation for this situation was delivered by
school board member Dr. Frank Lagotic, who said, "the school system was
designed as a dual system.... The concentration of schools is on the east
side, while the concentration of population is on the west side."' 23 In a city
as residentially segregated as Gainesville, where the east side population
was almost eighty percent black, neighborhood schools translated into
segregated schools. 124 University of Florida Professor of Urban and
Regional Planning William Weismantel proposed a solution to the
dilemma of residential segregation in front of the school board's Task
Force at a special meeting held on February 22, 1983.125 At the meeting
Professor Weismantel advised a more concerted effort between school,
county, and city officials to establish low income housing or rentals closer
117. See supra text accompanying notes 21-32.
118. Swann, 402 U.S. at 16.
119. CrrY OF GAINESVILLE, supra note 82.
120. Eastside Gets New Principal,RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida),
Mar. 1976, at 1.
121. Brown, supra note 108.
122. Cassil, supra note 6.
123. Id.
124. Id.
125. Hess, supranote 113.
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to all public schools, which would help to equalize the racial and
socioeconomic make-up of those schools. 2 6 He was careful to point out,
however, that this would be a long term solution, taking at least a few
decades.' 27 In the meantime, rezoning and busing would be a necessary
evil to achieve balance.' 28 While rational from an urban planning
perspective, Weismantel's solution did not take into account an important
reason for residential segregation. As revealed in the research of Massey
and Denton, "the high degree of black residential segregation, and its
relative imperviousness to socioeconomic influences, suggest that race
continues to be a fundamental cleavage in American society."12' 9
If Massey and Denton's conclusions were accurate, then the solution
to the persistent problem of residential segregation presented a much
greater challenge than simply offering low income housing near all public
schools. A 1976 study on the causes of racial residential segregation in
Detroit suggested education and leadership by example as possible
solutions. The report stated, "[i]f leaders spoke out forcefully and
frequently on this topic, [residential segregation and discrimination in
housing policies], attitude changes would occur more rapidly and future
censuses would report that many more blacks and whites live in the same
neighborhoods." 30 The authors discovered from surveys of black and
white residents that people very often underestimated their neighbors on
issues like prejudice, hostility, and discrimination, and made flawed
decisions based on these assumptions.' 3 ' Unfortunately, in 1983 the leaders
in Alachua County were not prepared to start a public dialogue about race
and housing patterns.
A study by Steven G. Rivkin using national elementary and secondary
school attendance data from 1968, 1980, and 1988 dismally concluded that
U.S. schools remain highly segregated, chiefly as a result of continued
residential segregation. The study found that residential segregation was
a larger factor than school board policies, noting, "[u]ltimately, whether
Blacks and Whites attend school together is an issue over which school
districts often exert little control. 1, 32 Rivkin' s research did indicate that the
126. Id.
127. Id.
128. "But that should be a short-term solution while working toward integrated
neighborhoods." Id.
129. Massey & Denton, supra note 75, at 823.
130. Reynolds Farley et al., Barriersto the Racial Integrationof Neighborhoods:The Detroit
Case, 441 ANNALs AM. SOC. POL. & Soc. Sl.97, 113 (1979).
131. Id.
132. Steven G. Rivkin, Residential SegregationandSchool Integration, 67 SOC. EDUC. 279,
291 (1994).
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racial isolation of blacks could be significantly reduced if students were
permitted to move across district boundaries through interdistrict
integration. 3 3 But the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Milliken v. Bradley
(1974) that just such an interdistrict program was "a wholly impermissible
remedy based on a standard not hinted at in Brown I and II or any holding
of this Court."'' 3 In Milliken the Court again addressed the issue of local
control over public schools, this time coming down decisively in favor of
local authorities.
No single tradition in public education is more deeply rooted than
local control over the operation of schools.... Local control over
the educational process affords citizens an opportunity to
participate in decisionmaking, permits the structuring of school
programs to fit local needs, and encourages "experimentation,
innovation, ' 135and a healthy competition for educational
excellence."
V. "I AM THANKFUL THAT I'M NOT A SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER.'

1' 36

Since Professor Weismantel's long term solution was not feasible for
Alachua County's immediate needs, the school board was left with little
choice but to continue with the plan to rezone and bus students. It was
expected that this plan would bring about an emotional response from
students and parents, but the reaction from the community to this
"necessary evil" was vehement.'
County Associate Superintendent
Tommy Tomlinson, who had been a district administrator for nearly
twenty years and had witnessed desegregation as well as nine previous
rezonings, considered this the most traumatic rezoning in the county's
history.3 3 Not since the forced integration of 1970 had the Gainesville
community become so incensed about their schools. 3 9
Philip Emmer, chairman of the Citizen's Task Force assigned with
making a recommendation on rezoning to the school board, confessed to
being "totally unaware of the volatility of the issue," and stated after his
appointment ended, "I can only say I am thankful that I'm not a school
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

Id. at 285.
Milliken v. Bradley, 418 U.S. 717, 745 (1974).
Id. at 741-42.
See infra text accompanying note 140.
Hess, supra note 113.
Helen Hu, SchoolRezoning PlanDies, GAINESVILLE SuN (Florida), Apr. 25, 1984, at Al.
Cassil, supra note 6; Hu, supra note 138, at A12.
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board member."' 4 ° During the two years of bartering and bickering that
defined the rezoning period, the Alachua County School Board had to
regularly face irate parents at meetings and special hearings. 4 ' Name
calling was not uncommon during these meetings - at one a board
member was accused of being a Nazi - during which parents voiced their
opinions, most often about busing and the possibility of their children
being zoned to what they considered to be academically inferior schools. 42
'
Parents also fought busing on geographic grounds, pointing out that "in an
out of town school, you are not accepted socially because you are
considered an outsider," and that "it will restrict [the students']
participation not only in school activities but in other outside activities as
well."'43
The school board's challenge to satisfy requirements for racial balance
between schools and to appease white parents in the district desperate to
keep their children in neighborhood schools led board member Nattress to
conclude that "rezoning is an impossible task."'" The situation echoed
circumstances in 1970 when the board had to integrate a bitterly divided
school system in order to meet the demands of the U.S. Supreme Court. 45
The extent and severity of the division between the school board and
segments of the community was illuminated in March of 1984 when a
parents' group sent the rezoning plan, finally approved after a year of
failed attempts, to the First District Court of Appeals for review. 46 The
parents claimed the plan was invalid under Florida law. The plan was
repealed one month later, prior to any decision from the Court, and the
debate began anew, but this time with the stipulation
that the school
147
system would be rezoned for the 85-86 school term.

140. Hess, supra note 113.
141. Cassil, supranote 6.
142. Id.
143. Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, Unapproved Minutes of Special Public Hearing (Feb. 16,
1984) (on file at Sch. Bd. ofAlachua County, 620 E. University Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601). The
minutes provide more examples of parents' problems with busing: "to phone the school involves
a long distance call"; "[do] not want to bus children that are within walking distance of [a
neighborhood school]." The hearing began at 7:30p.m., and the voicing ofopinions continued until
12:25 a.m.
144. Alwyn Cassil, School BoardApprovesRezoning Plan,GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida), Mar.
6, 1985, at A1, A8.
145. See discussion, supra Part II.
146. Hu, supra note 138.
147. Id.
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Reaction to the repeal of the board's plan was mixed. Some parents
applauded the decision, insisting that rezoning was unnecessary, while
others expressed displeasure at the rescinding of a plan that "was basically
sound and would have filled the urgent need of equality in high
schools."' 48 Barbara Gallant, the one board member that voted against
repeal, was disappointed because she felt the rezoning would "have gone
a long way toward relieving many inequities."' 49 Her colleague Dr. Frank
Lagotic disagreed, finding the plan flawed in major areas, citing the
remaining
under-enrollment at EHS while the BHS population remained
150
high.
One solution to the high school problem and to the anxiety about
busing suggested by the Task Force was to encourage magnet programs at
EHS. It was believed that if students were offered an educational
opportunity that was unavailable elsewhere in the district, then perhaps
their parents would resist less to having them bused across town. Task
force chairman Philip Emmer, when submitting this recommendation,
stated "When the public perceives that Eastside's the place to be, they are
going to go over there on a voluntary basis."''
The opposition some of Gainesville's parents felt toward busing their
children for the purpose of achieving racial balance was not unusual for
the time. During the 1980s in school districts across the United States,
support for mandatory busing plans was diminishing. 152 Parents had begun
to object quite forcefully to having their children bused, and even more so
when they felt the crosstown school was an academically inferior
institution. In particular, white parents tended to resist busing their
children to historically minority schools in mixed or predominantly black,
and often poor, neighborhoods. This resistance led to the development and
introduction of "magnet program" schools in the late 1970s as alternatives
to busing. Magnet programs allowed school districts to achieve racial
balance on a voluntary rather than mandatory basis.
A "magnet" school was a public school that, through specialized
curricular themes, provided an attendance incentive for parents and
148. Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, Unapproved Minutes of Special Public Hearing (Apr. 23,
1984) (on file at Sch. Bd.of Alachua County, 620 E. University Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601)
[hereinafter Sch. Bd.Special Public Hearing (Apr. 23, 1984)].
149. Hu, supra note 138.
150. Sch. Bd.Special Public Hearing (Apr. 23, 1984).
151. Jennie Hess, Homogeneous Student Bodies Proposed to Induce Good Schools,
GArNESVILLE SUN (Florida), Mar. 24, 1983, at C2.
152. For an empirical analysis of forced versus voluntary desegregation plans and alternatives
available to school districts, see generally CHRISTINE H. ROSSELL, THE CARROT OR THE STICK FOR
SCHOOL DESEGREGATION POLICY: MAGNET SCHOOLS OR FORCED BUSING (1990).
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students.153 These "schools of choice" were federally accepted as a method
of desegregation in 1975 with the holding in Morgan v. Kerrigan,'54 and
experienced widespread popularity in the following years. The number of
schools offering magnet programs in the United States almost doubled
between 1982 and 1991, and the number of students participating nearly
tripled.'55 Advocates of magnet schools found them attractive as a
voluntary vehicle for stabilizing enrollments, resulting in far fewer
incidents of "white flight" and other unwanted side effects associated with
mandatory busing plans.'56 Magnets also were believed to improve the
quality of education in a district as a whole, while enhancing diversity and
equity between schools.' Critics claimed, however, that the philosophy
behind magnets contradicted the goal of equity. Gordon Foster (a
desegregation expert who in the early 1970s devised desegregation plans
for a number of major urban districts) described magnet schools as a
message to the white community which said in effect, "This is a school
which has been made so attractive educationally (magnetized) you will
want to enroll your child voluntarily in spite of the fact that he will have
to go to school with blacks."' 58
Foster alluded to a popular argument against the use of magnet schools
for real integration. While some schools may appear to be desegregated
based on enrollment
figures, and therefore satisfy federal demands for a
"unitary" system,' 59 there is evidence that integration within the school
walls does not always occur. 6 ' "Resegregation" may happen for a number
of reasons, but is often encouraged by schools that practice ability
grouping and tracking, which tends to disproportionately assign minority
students to lower achievement groups. 6 '

153. CLAIRE SMREKAR & ELLEN GOLDRING, SCHOOL CHOICE IN URBAN AMERICA: MAGNET
SCHOOLS AND THE PURSUIT OF EQUITY 6 (1999).
154. 530 F.2d 531 (lst Cir. 1976).
155. SMREKAR & GOLDRING, supra note 153, at 7.
156. Id.at 6.
157. Id.at 7.
158. Gordon Foster, DesegregatingSchools: A Review of Techniques, 43 HARV. EDUC. REV.
24(1973).
159. Alexander v. Holmes County Bd.of Educ., 396 U.S. 19, 20 (1969).
160. For a compelling description of a high school that experienced and overcame severe
racial segregation existing within an apparently homogeneous system, see GERALD GRANT, THE
WORLD WE CREATED AT HAMILTON HIGH 11-77 (1988).

161. For further reading on the phenomenon of"resegregation," see generally Janet Eyler et
al., Resegregation:Segregation Within DesegregatedSchools, in THE CONSEQUENCES OF SCHOOL
DESEGREGATION (Christine H. Rossell & Willis Hawley eds., 1983).
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The Alachua County School Board's decision to implement an
academic magnet program at EHS during the 1983-1984 academic year
was a compromise. By law, the board had to meet federal demands for
racial balance, but their elected positions also required the pacification of
parents in the district who intensely objected to busing their children
across town. Distance was partly the reason for parents' opposition to
busing, but a more recurring problem was the perception that the schools
in east Gainesville were considered academically inferior.
Letters to the editor of Eastside's Ram-Page in the spring and fall of
1979 verify concerns about Eastside's academic curriculum. In one letter,
student Sally Richardson complained that "[t]he main flaw I have found
with Eastside is that it does not challenge the gifted students soon enough.
The accelerated and honors courses that are being offered now help correct
this situation and I hope the programs will be strengthened."' 6 2 The
following fall student Donna Hein wrote a frustrated letter after the
advanced level American History class she had registered for was
canceled. She said, "I feel cheated because I am forced to be in a class
where Iam bored to tears and no immediate relief is in sight.' 63 Instituting
an academically rigorous magnet program at EHS was meant to alleviate
concerns about the curriculum, removing one of the main obstacles to
attracting upper middle-class white students to the school.
VI. "WE'RE JUST TEENAGERS TRYING TO GET A BETTER EDUCATION."'

164

With the establishment of an IB program at EHS, Alachua County
became the first school district in Florida - and among the first fifty in
the United States - to offer this prestigious curricular option. 65 As of
2003, Florida boasts forty-six IB schools and consistently awards more IB
diplomas than any other state in the United States. 16 6 lB was developed in
162. Sally Richardson, American HistoryJoke;EHS Number One, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High
School, Gainesville, Florida), June 5, 1979, at 2.
163. Donna Hein, Advanced Classes Cancelled?, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School,
Gainesville, Florida), Nov. 29, 1979, at 2.
164. Letters to the Editor, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida), May 20,
1986, at 2.
165. Jennie Hess, EastsideMay HostAdvancedStudies Program,GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida),
Apr. 3, 1988, at B I.
166. Dave Weber, School Adds Academic Challenge; LeesburgHigh to Offer International
Baccalaureatein September, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Jan. 19, 2003, at K1. For explanation of the
proliferation of 1B programs in Florida, see generally POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION PLANNING
COMMISSION, STATE OF FLORIDA, FUNDING OF ACCELERATION MECHANISMS (1988). Since 1972,
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1963 by a team of educators at the International School of Geneva who
aimed to design a comprehensive secondary school curriculum that would
allow its graduates to fulfill the requirements of various national education
systems. The diploma model it created was based on the pattern of no
single country but incorporated the best of many. This model consisted of
a rigorous pre-university course of studies that culminated in a set of
examinations after two years and met the needs of gifted, highly motivated
students. The first trial examinations were held in spring 1968 with the
participation of seven schools. 167
The decision to implement the IB program at EHS was made swiftly.
The program was introduced at a school board meeting on March 15,
1983. Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum Dr. Jack Christian
explained the curriculum, and introduced the need for "a rigorous
comprehensive academic program" at EHS.168 A motion was immediately
made to approve implementation of the program. However, it was defeated
3-2, as some board members still had reservations about the program.
Board member Nattress feared that citizens may feel "that this had been
sprung on them," and Dr. Frank Lagotic, another of the three board
members who voted against the motion, thought it better "to let it settle
into the community for a few weeks.' ' 169 The motion was tabled until an
April 5 meeting.
Fortunately for those board members in favor of implementing IB, the
Citizen's Task Force Committee on school attendance zones presented its
report prior to the next board meeting, and that report included as a
recommendation the addition of a "magnet" program at EHS.' 70 When the
motion to reconsider approving IB was called on April 5, it passed 4-1.
Only board member Charles Chestnut again voted nay, concerned that
more time was needed to study the implications of the program. Chestnut
feared that they may be "creating a system within the school system."''
He did not favor having the academically gifted students separated from
their peers, but wanted to see them "acquire a well rounded education and
acceleration mechanisms by offsetting additional costs incurred as a result of program
implementation. Id. at 2.
167. For additional history on the 1B program, see generally A.D.C. PETERSON, THE
INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE: AN EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION (1972).

168. Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, Unapproved Minutes of Regular Board Meeting (Mar. 15,
1983) (on file at Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, 620 E. University Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601).
169. Jennie Hess, SchoolBoardPostponesClassesforMotivated,GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida),
Mar. 16, 1983, at CI.
170. Hess, supra note 151.
171. Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, Unapproved Minutes of Regular Board Meeting (Apr. 5,
1983) (on file at Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, 620 E. University Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601).
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to be able to go out into the world and live with other people."' 7 2 Carole
Silverman, a citizen attending the meeting, concurred with Chestnut,
calling the TB program a "school within a school."' 7 3 Another attendee
criticized the board for moving quickly, without adequate public
discussion, and parent Jonathan Reiskind feared that the distribution of
quality education may be "more unequal than before" if IB was
approved.' 74
The concern about creating a "school within a school" refers to the fact
that TB is an all-encompassing program, particularly during the Junior and
Senior years when the curriculum is made up entirely of TB coursework.
Only in physical education classes, nonacademic electives during the
freshman and sophomore years, and extracurricular activities do IB and
resident students interact. This makes IB a "program within a school"
(PWS), because not all students at the school participate in the program,
as opposed to a "dedicated magnet," in which the entire school population
is in the magnet program. PWS programs are more popular than dedicated
magnets, as they are less difficult to implement, but they often create
between resident
misestimations about the level of interaction
175
population.
magnet
the
and
students
(nonmagnet)
Within the first few years it was apparent that the addition of the TB
program had succeeded in strengthening EHS academically. In spring
1985 EHS established a "Brain Bowl" team for the first time. The
following year the team took home not one, but two top prizes from the
county competition - the first time the same school had won both first
and second place. 176 But the most remarkable academic achievement
during those years was on the national level. High school students in the
United States who take the Preliminary SAT (PSAT) exam in October of
their junior year participate in the National Merit Scholar Qualifying
Competition. In the September following the exam, results are announced
and those students who score in the top one percent in their state are
named "National Merit Semifinalists." These students are recruited heavily
by top universities, and those who are awarded the greater distinction of
"National Merit Finalist" the following spring usually receive generous
scholarships from those universities, as well as from the National Merit

172.
173.
174.
at Dl.
175.
176.
Florida),

Id.
Id.
Jennie Hess, Bright Kids ProgramGets OK, GAINESVILLE SuN (Florida), Apr. 6, 1983,
ROSSELL, supra note 152, at 55-56.
Mark Kranson, Brain Brawlers Win, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville,
May 7, 1986, at 1.
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Corporation itself.17 The number of semifinalists and finalists at a high
school is a badge of honor for administrators, parents, and students. In the
1981-82 school year (two years before LB was introduced as a magnet at
Eastside), EHS had only one finalist.'78 Five years later, when the first set
of IB students were in their senior year at EHS, the school boasted 179a
whopping fifteen finalists (the highest in the county by a large margin).
This was impressive, especially considering that the national average at
that time was 2.8 semifinalists per school.8 Even so, a local news
program featured an interview with students and faculty from BHS (which
only had seven finalists) and reported that until the 1986-87 school year
BHS had enrolled the most finalists in Alachua County, making no
mention of Eastside's accomplishment. In response the Ram-Page ran an
article entitled "Neglected Rams" which lamented the fact that, "the
Gainesville media has so often neglected Eastside.''8 By 1989, EHS was
the top school in the state of Florida
in the National Merit competition,
82
with twenty-three semifinalists. 1
A report on the status and progress of the IB program at EHS was
presented to the Alachua County School Board at the June 5, 1984
meeting. It concluded that the program was, so far, a success. A teacher
from BHS stated that she did not believe that the transfer of any particular
teacher caused undue hardship at the school from which he or she left,
defending the program against those who had predicted that IBwould hurt
other schools by attracting their top instructors. 3 Board Chairman Peg
Nattress made a point of closing the report with an address to those who
had been leery of a "school within a school,"
There was some concern in the beginning that the IB Program
would create a small 'island' of students in the middle of a large
school. The response seemed to indicate that 1B students feel a

177. NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARS CORPORATION, GUIDE TO THE NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARS
CORPORATION 1-10 (2002).
178. Through the Years, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida), May 14,

1982, at 1.
179. CongratulationsAlachua County High School Graduates,GAINESVILLE SUN (Florida),
June 7, 1987, atA6.
180. Craig Silverstein, Eastside Students Qualify as National Merit Scholar Semi-Finalists,
RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Fla.), Oct. 30, 1987, at 1.
181. NeglectedRams, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida), Oct. 30, 1986.
182. Craig Silverstein, Eastside Tops State with 23 Semifinalists, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High
School, Gainesville, Florida), Nov. 25, 1989, at 1.
183. Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, Unapproved Minutes of Regular Board Meeting (June 5,
1984) (on file at Sch. Bd. of Alachua County, 620 E. University Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601).
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definite part of Eastside High School and are participating in all
types of programs there. 84
This statement, however, contradicts one made by Alachua County School
Superintendent Douglas Magann earlier in the same meeting. Magann
expressed concern that there had developed misconceptions about IB
students. He felt they were considered the "cream of the crop," rather than
students participating in an academic alternative, "the same as many other
alternatives within the school system."' 85 The Superintendent's comments
suggest that students in IBwere in fact regarded, at least by some, as being
a distinct group - apart from the rest of the EHS population. This is
understandable, considering the racial makeup of the IB group versus the
main program population. The first graduating IB class from EHS had
sixty students, two of whom were black, about three percent of the
total LB
86
group. The population main program group was 47.8% black.
The first issue ofEastside's Ram-Pagenewspaper published in the first
year of the LB program contained an article entitled "Eastside Opens Doors
' In the article, Assistant Principal for Curriculum Jack
to IB Students."187
Strickland made the same claims as School Board Chairman Nattress:
"The students are a part of Eastside - this is not an 'IBschool.' We don't
want to label them."' 8 8 But in the same article Freshman IB student
Michelle Sipe, who would not have attended EHS but for the magnet
program, admitted, "you do feel kind of isolated.' 89 The article also notes
that Michelle and other IB students had suffered harassment from friends
in their neighborhoods who were attending the schools in their assigned
zones.19 Volume 14 of Eastside's annual Ram Country, also published in
the inception year of the IBprogram, offers another telling quote. Under
a photograph of an LB classroom the caption reads, "Although the students
would have liked to have achieved a more prominent social life, the work

184. Id.
185. Id.
186. No figures on the racial make-up of the 1B program were kept by Eastside High School
or the Alachua County School Board during this time period. The figures used here were calculated
using a list of students generously provided by former Eastside High School 1B Coordinator Diana
Brantley. See EASTSIDE HIGH SCHOOL, INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM STUDENT

DIRECTORY 1986-1987 (on file with author). This list of students was matched with their
photographs in the 1987 yearbook to determine their apparent races. See 17 RAM COUNTRY (1987).
187. Jan Richardson, EastsideOpensDoors to lB Students, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School,
Gainesville, Florida), Oct. 5, 1983, at 4.
188. Id.
189. Id.
190. Id.
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involved with being an 'IB' student often presented a problem with
this.'

91

Investigation of Ram-Page articles, particularly during the four years
after the lB program was introduced to EHS, reveals a profound division
between "the IBs," as they were often called, and the "regular" students.
A letter to the editor in the March 21, 1986 issue of the Ram-Page
addresses a grievance regarding class availability. 92 Due to low
enrollment in upper level French courses, EHS was offering French I, II,
and III during the same period and in the same classroom - for the main
program students. IB students were able to take these classes in a
traditional manner, with all students in the class studying the same
information. The letter read:
I know it is difficult to find qualified teachers to teach the classes,
but they seem to find the teachers for the I.B.'s ...maybe a
resolution to this would be to let the regular students share classes
with the I.B.'s, or just not offer the class. The way it is now, it is
unfair to the students and the teacher teaching the class.' 93
An article in the same issue reflects the imbalance of resources available
to the IB students when compared to those available to the main program
pupils. Participants in the IB program were able to access the University
of Florida's library facilities for research. IB students, by using a unique
identification card, could check out two books from the university for up
to three weeks at a time, but non-IB Eastside students did not have this
option. The article, aptly titled "Access Denied," stated that "regular
students feel that they are being deprived by not being included in this
privilege."' 94
Tension between 1B and main program students climaxed during the
1985-1986 school year, when the last class of students who had started at
EHS before TB arrived were preparing to graduate and the first class of IB
students were in their junior year. Senior Tim Nance wrote an article for
the Ram-Page entitled "What Does It Really Mean?" that consisted of a

191. InternationalBaccalaureate, 13 RAM COUNTRY 24 (1984).
192. Teri White, Letter to the Editor, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida),
Mar. 21, 1986, at 2.
193. Id.

194. Walter Rentz, Access Denied,RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida),
Mar. 21, 1986, at 10.
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list ofterms and a humorous definition for each.'95 For example, the Future
Farmers of America (FFA) club was defined as "Future Fools of
America." IB was also on the list, defined as: "short for Idiotic Baboons,
which more aptly shows the behavior of these social rejects."19' 6 Letters to
the editor in the next issue of the Ram-Pageresponding to Nance's article
confirm that the IB population had not been fully integrated into the larger
EHS community.
A letter from William Snyder began, "We have a problem at our
school. A problem that has become almost uncontrollable. This problem
is rivalry."' 97 Snyder went on to note that while he understands that the lB
students were offended at the "idiotic baboon" reference, their "constant
complaining, nay, whining, has become extremely irritating." ' 98 The letter
also alluded to a feeling among main program students that "IBs" received
special treatment: "They need to stop being whining babies, having
teachers pander to them, feeding their egos."' 9 9 An anonymous letter from
an IB student, responding not only to the article by Nance, but to what he
or she described as two years of "gripes, complaints and sarcasm toward
IB students," depicted an atmosphere that was not at all tolerant. "You tell
me what makes some of you hate IB students as much as you do. You tell
me what makes people write 'Kill all IB's' on bathroom walls," the author
challenged. 20 The letter continued, pleading "We don't want to be treated
any differently than you would treat your regular peers .... We're just
teenagers trying to get a better education."20' That same year saw a student
government election in which a student unsuccessfully ran for student
body President on a "non-IB" platform. Marion Wright, who was elected
Elections Commissioner, pledged to concentrate the following year on
mending "the often troubled relationship between IB students and others
at Eastside. 2 °2
The Alachua County School Board tried to find a middle ground
solution to desegregation when it placed the IB program at EHS. The
result pleased parents in northwest Gainesville whose children could
remain at neighborhood schools and satisfied government requirements for
195. TimNance, What Does It Really Mean?, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville,
Florida), May 7, 1986, at 6.
196. Id.
197. Letters to the Editor, supra note 164.
198. Id. (emphasis in original).
199. Id.
200. Id.
201. Id.
202. St. Gov't Offices Elected, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School, Gainesville, Florida), May
20, 1986.
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the 30/70 black/white ratio, mandated by the 1969 court order." 3 An
examination of the student population reveals flawed methodology,
however. The school board, in successfully meeting the 30/70 ration,
viewed EHS as having one population of students. If this were accurate,
the percentage of black students enrolled at EHS overall during the
academic year 1986-1987 was about 31.4%.2" This figure confirmed for
the school board (and more importantly for federal authorities) that in only
four years the lB program had desegregated the troublesome school. But
a more appropriate rationale for judging true integration would recognize
that the LB students existed in a program within the school, sharply divided
from the main program students by curriculum restrictions. For the same
academic year 1986-1987, which included for the first time students in the
IB program at each grade level, the percentage of black students in the LB
and pre-IB programs was about 2.7% while in the main program black
students numbered about 40.7%.25 This staggering difference proves that
EHS was clearly not an example of a successfully integrated school. The
students participating in the LB program existed in a segregated system of
all-IB, practically all-white classmates and rarely shared time with their
"regular" peers.
This investigation of the circumstances surrounding the establishment
of EHS exposed the heated discourse and resistance that Brown and its
related legislation elicited, even in a "young and highly mobile" university
town like Gainesville. By attempting to satisfy the federal government's
mandate for a desegregated public school system while simultaneously
trying to appease its white middle-class constituents, the Alachua County
School Board failed at both. Eastside High after the institution of the LB
program was no longer a dejure segregated school in the manner of those
that existed prior to the Civil Rights legislations of the 1950s and 1960s.
By the class of 1989, EHS had reached the 30/70 black/white ratio
mandated by the federal government. But a closer look revealed that a
school desegregated on paper is not necessarily integrated on its campus.
This was proven with the use of population statistics that demonstrated
that although black and white students were on the same physical campus
in the 30/70 proportion mandated by the federal courts, they were still
segregated within the school walls in terms of curriculum and resources.

203. Donna Hein, Chesnut Attends SAC Meeting, RAM-PAGE (Eastside High School,
Gainesville, Florida), Apr. 9, 1981, at 6.
204. See EASTSIDE HIGH SCHOOL, INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM STUDENT
DIRECTORY 1986-1987 (on file with author); 17 RAM COUNTRY (1987); supra note 186.
205. See EASTSIDE HIGH SCHOOL, INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM STUDENT
DIRECTORY 1986-1987 (on file with author); 17 RAM COUNTRY (1987); supra note 186.
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This was confirmed by the students themselves, whose voices were heard
in yearbooks and newspaper articles. Those who studied in the main
program at EHS continued to feel the "inferiority as to their status in the
community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever
to be undone" 2° referred to by Chief Justice Burger in Brown v. Boardof
Education.
The extensive residential segregation between blacks and whites that
exists in Gainesville, Florida and across the United States must be
addressed and rectified if we are ever to achieve a truly integrated system
of public schools. Because neighborhood schools translate into segregated
schools, we must integrate our neighborhoods. Residential segregation of
black Americans persists despite economic advances and other attainments
by black Americans. The enduring segregation in communities like
Gainesville indicates that a change in culture and attitude - of both blacks
and whites - must occur in order to achieve real integration. Until we
overcome residential segregation in America, equal opportunity for black
students will be inhibited, and the goals of equality will not be realized.

206. Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483,494 (1954).
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